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Polyphenol oxidases (PPOs), type-3 copper proteins, are distribued over a wide range of organisms 
and can be divided in two classes: monophenolases (tyrosinases) catalyzing the o-hydroxylation of 
monophenols and the oxidation of o-diphenols to  o-quinones and diphenolases (catechol oxidases), 
which lack the monophenolase activity and catalyze exclusively the oxidation reaction. PPOs are 
expressed as latent pro-enzymes and are activated by proteolytic cleavage of the C-terminal domain 
shielding the active site. Aurone synthases (AUS) are PPOs that catalyze the oxidative conversion of 
chalcones yielding aurones and are therefore responsible for the yellow coloration of flowers in 
Asteracae species1–3. Latent  (58.9  kDa) and  in  vivo proteolytic activated (41.6 kDa) AUS from 
Coreopsis  grandiflora was  purified  from  natural  source  and  characterized3.  ESI-Q-TOF-MS 
experiments of active (41.6 kDa) AUS revealed a so far unique and hitherto unknown structural 
feature of plant PPOs. The C-terminus is linked to the main core by a disulfide bond in AUS and 
proteolytic activation activation in vivo leads to mature AUS possessing a residual peptide of the C-
terminus.  Additionally,  a  putative  phosphorylation  or  sulfation  of  the  enzyme  was  observed. 
Enzymatic characterization of the purified active AUS showed a high affinity to chalcone-aglycones. 
Therefore,  AUS is one of the rare examples of the group of PPOs where a specific physiologic 
function  can  be  assigned.  Additionally,  the  latent  enzyme  exhibits  allosteric  activation  and  a 
successive linear turnover rate  starting at  a defined product  concentration. A putative o-quinone 
binding site, leading to  active pro-enzyme at a defined o-quinone concentration shows that latent 
PPOs might play an important role in defense strategies and responses to oxidative stress conditions 
in plants. 

Analysis of the crystal structure of  in vivo activated AUS (data obtained from other facilities) by 
PISA4 revealed that the residual C-terminal peptide (unique structural feature) is responsible for the 
formation of stable homo-dimers in solution. Data sets (data collected at P11) obtained from crystals 
obtained by co-crystallization of the enzyme with 1,4-resorcinol, an inhibitor and suicide substrate 
for  PPOs,  showed  that  the  interface  between  the  dimers  is  broken  and  several
1,4-resorcinol molecules are found between the six monomers of the asymmetric unit (Figure 1a). 
Analysis of their position and comparison with the structure of the latent enzyme might give hints for 
the  localization  of  the  putative  o-quinone  binding site,  responsible  for  the  observed  allosteric 
activation of latent PPOs. The active site of AUS shows a phosphoylation/sulfation of a histidine 
usually involved in coordinating the Cu-B (Figure 1b). Because of the loss of the Cu-B atom no 
inhibitor molecule was found within the active site of AUS. This is the crystallographic evidence that 
enzymatic activity of AUS is in vivo controlled by an unknown histidine kinase. 
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Figure 1: a) Asymmetric unit of AUS co-crystallized with 1,4-resorcinol (colored in black).
b) Active site of AUS shows the phosphorylation of a histidine.



Crystallization of latent AUS from natural source was difficult to control, because the crystallization 
set  up  ended  in  liquid-liquid  phase  separation  (LLPS)  resulting  in  spherulites,  needles, 
overnucleation  and  small  crystals  of  low  quality.  Crystallization  experiments  of  recombinantly 
expressed  AUS  showed  similar  behaviour  and  obtained  data  sets  showed  resolution  limits  to 
approximate 2.9  Å (data collected at P11). Using a polyoxometalate (POM), (Na6[TeW6O24] * 22 
H2O) as a co-crystallization agent improved the crystallization within the LLPS and bigger crystals 
of high quality could be obtained. The crystal structure of recombinant AUS co-crystallized with 6-
tungstotellurate(VI) (data collected at P11, 1.9 Å) shows that the interface between the monomers is 
stabilized by the POMs due to coulombic interaction (Figure 2). It was shown that co-crystallization 
with high charged cations (YCl3) leads to a better control of crystallization within the LLPS5. Our 
results show that the use of the highly negatively charged POMs might be the counterpart to the 
crystallization method with highly charged cations and might give rise to  a broad application in 
protein crystallization.

Figure 2: Asymmetric unit of recombinant pro-AUS co-crystallized with [TeW6O24] * 22 H2O.
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